
Join the
BE WISE 

team



BE WISE was created from the dream and desire of one girl to  
make a difference.  Ceciley Hallman, the creator of BE WISE 
loves working with people and her passion is helping others  
understand that they are of worth. 

Being wise begins with understanding who we really are.  In 
order to Be Wise and make smart choices in our life we need 
to know we are of worth.  This magazine is dedicated to up-
lifting, inspiring, and teaching people to understand that they 
are of infinite worth and the importance of Being Wise. 

We hope this magazine can bring everyone who comes across 
it the courage to stand strong,  remember who they are,  and 
never give up. 

“One person can make a difference, and everyone should try.”                       
                                                                       -John F. Kennedy   

ABOUT
BE WISE 



There are so many harmful messages and images portrayed by to-
day’s popular media that skew our perception of Beauty. While yes, 
we do include sections in our magazine about “Beauty”, “Fashion”, 
and other topics that can be found in today’s popular media, we strive 
to couple these subjects with true and uplifting ideals.

We believe that true beauty comes from knowing who we are and un-
derstanding our infinite worth and potential. Contrary to society’s ex-
pectations, we do not believe that true beauty comes from cosmetics. 

So, then why would we include articles such as “makeup tips and tricks”? 
Although we do not believe it is the makeup that makes someone beau-
tiful we do believe that it is important to care for the bodies we have 
been blessed with. When we present ourselves well, and are properly 
groomed, not only do we feel better about ourselves, our confidence 
increases and we can be an influence for good in the lives of others. 

This does not mean that we believe the only way to feel confident and 
be a positive example to others is by wearing makeup. This does, how-
ever, mean that we strongly believe in the importance of caring for our 
bodies; whether it be by good habits of health and fitness, or properly 
caring for our skin and hair. 

We need to BE WISE in all the decisions we make. This includes things 
as simple as the clothes we wear, the relationships we have, the way 
we spend our time, and even the makeup we put on our faces. 

WHAT MAKES 
BE WISE DIFFERENT?



One of our biggest goals for creating a BE WISE Team is to expand our 
audience and readership. That being said, it is up to all of our team mem-
bers to help make this happen. Along with your own "Job specific" re-
sponsibilities, as a BE WISE Team Member other responsibilities include: 

1. Sharing BE WISE Magazine and our blog posts from BE WISE The 
Blog with your followers. You can share these in a variety of ways and 
whatever you feel works best for you and your followers. 

2. Invite friends/followers to “like” BE WISE Magazine on Facebook 
and to follow BE WISE Magazine on Instagram (@bewise_ _ magazine) 

3. Mention somewhere in your own social media bios something about 
BE WISE Magazine, (preferably by also sharing the URL to either our 
website: www.bewisemagazine.com or our blog: www.bewisetheblog.com )

4. Share something about BE WISE on your own social media at least 3 
times a month. This can either be by sharing a blog post, Reposting an 
image from BE WISE linking to one of our social media accounts, or any 
other creative way you would like. 

5. Sharing any ideas you have with us that you think will help BE WISE 
grow and be even more successful and influential. 

6. Share your own personal successes and achievements with us so that 
we can in turn promote you and your own individual lives. We want your 
membership on the BE WISE Team to not only have a positive impact on 
the whole of BE WISE but also your own life. 

EVERY BE WISE 
TEAM MEMBER



BE WISE 
Contributing
writers
The BE WISE CONTRIBUTING WRITERS are expected to write 
at least one post a month for BE WISE The Blog. These posts 
can be either motivational, self-worth related, an approved top-
ic, or an assigned topic. 

The BE WISE CONTRIBUTING WRITERS are also responsible 
for writing articles for BE WISE Magazine that follow the theme 
of that particular issue. 



BE WISE 
Photographers
The BE WISE PHOTOGRAPHERS will be notified about any pho-
toshoot opportunities we have to offer. They can either partici-
pate in our planned photoshoots and/or set up their own shoots 
that follow the BE WISE guidelines and expectations. 

BE WISE PHOTOGRAPHERS have an opportunity to send in any 
recent photos and allow permission for us to use their images on 
BE WISE The Blog, in BE WISE Magazine and on our social 
media accounts. 

BE WISE PHOTOGRAPHERS will  a l w a y s  be credited and 
none of their photos will ever be used without the photographers 
previous approval. 



BE WISE 
Models
The BE WISE MODELS will be notified about every photoshoot 
with the opportunity to come and model. Photos will also be giv-
en to the BE WISE MODELS to use to build up their own 
personal portfolio.

The BE WISE MODELS are responsible to help promote BE WISE 
The BLOG and BE WISE Magazine on their own social media.

The BE WISE MODELS have an option to be featured on the 
official BE WISE Magazine website www.bewisemagazine.com 
where other photographers can contact them for other photo-
shoot opportunities. 



BE WISE 
Stylists
The BE WISE STYLIST will be notified about every photoshoot 
with the opportunity to come and help style the models. Photos 
will also be given to the stylist to use to build up their own per-
sonal portfolio.

The BE WISE STYLIST is responsible to help contribute with FASH-
ION/STYLE related posts on BE WISE The Blog as well as in BE 
WISE Magazine. 

The BE WISE STYLIST should be someone who has experience 
in the fashion industry and has a passion for style. The BE WISE 
STYLIST is expected to only share/promote modest fashion and 
styles. When styling our models, all wardrobe selections must 
follow the BE WISE clothing guidelines and requirements. 



BE WISE 
FEATURED
companies
The BE WISE FEATURED COMPANIES will work primarily in our 
company partnerships with the BE WISE BRAND REPS.

As a BE WISE FEATURED COMPANY you will send product to 
our designated BE WISE BRAND REPS that they will be required 
to promote. 

BE WISE BRAND REPS are expected to post at least 3 times us-
ing their own stylized images incorporating the product. These 
posts can either be on Instagram, a blog, or on Facebook. When 
posting, the BE WISE BRAND REP should tag or add a link to the 
FEATURED COMPANY and BE WISE Magazine and use hashtags 
#BEWISEBRANDREP and #BEWISEFEATUREDCOMPANY. 

By being a BE WISE FEATURED COMPANY you will gain exposure 
from each of our designated BE WISE BRAND REPS as well as a 
guaranteed advertisement in each issue of BE WISE Magazine. 



companies we have worked with
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Random and Beautiful
Real Clothing

Rouge & Whimsy
Rumba Time

Salt and Pepper Tees
Salt City Design

S and M Watches
Sash Gems

Secret Holiday
Sira & Mara Jewelry

Sistas in Zion
Skulls NYC

Sobe Waves
Starling Design Group

Steez Clothing
Style Lately

Style Says Shop
Swoob

Takemoto Eyewear
Taki Watches

The Kindred Street 
The Love More Shop

The Owl Tree Boutique
The Printed Palette

Thread Wallets
Tiny Devotions
Tripp Boutique 

T.rok’m
Truly Tuesday
Trust Jewelry

Unconscious Style
Urban Natured

Urban Philosophy
Val Marie Paper 

Vitaly Design
Vive Juicery

Voz
White Bear

Wild love Vintage
Winsome Jones

Xtend Barre Provo
Yasso Frozed Greek Yogurt

You’re A Hanger
Zella Woods

3 Wind Knots
Amy Cornwell 
Amy Waltz Designs
Armour Beauty
Arvo Wear
Batsu Maru
Beauty On The Brain
Beauty Redefined
Beauty Blender
Beauty Glam Now
Birdie Num Num Shop
BlissfulCASE
BMC Headwear
Bona.Fide
Bondi To Brazil
Boo and Boo Factory
Braven 
Butter London
Callisto Jewelry
Cents of Style
Chobani Greek Yogurt
Choies
Christina Kober
Color My Nails
Coral Beauty
Cosette
Crochet Savy
Dasam Dwar
Deer and the Wolf
Denik
DIY Dietitian
Espirer
Evie J
Fantastic DIY
Feral Watches
Fox House
Gentel Fawn
Glamour Me Jewels
Goods By Grinn
Good hYOUman
Hello Fab
Herchel
 Ivie Juice Bar
Jayki
James Michelle
Jammy Pack 

J. Bones Clothing
Josign.se

Juan Verga 
Kameleonz

Kind Campaign
Kismet

Knock Knock 
KRZA Headbands

Lazerwood
Leather Wraps

Leg Candy
Let’s End Poverty

Lily King
Little Minnow
Lotus Effect

Lovely Obsessions
Maskara

Mara Jewellry
May 28th

Meshka Design
Michelle Chang
Miju and You

Million Dollar Tan
M1M1K

Mindy Mae’s Market
Mint and Arrows

Mint Eli
Mint Julep

Mmim
Mod Bod

Mod Vintage
Neuvo Watches

Niya Models
No. 41

Now or Never Jewelry
OCC Makeup Lip Tar

Ocean Dreamer
Oh My Chic Shop

Okito
O.P.I. Nail Polish

Panda
Parlo Cosmetics
Positively Oakes
Pure Naturalis
R & E Avenue



BE WISE 
brand reps
The BE WISE BRAND REPS will work primarily in our company 
partnerships with the BE WISE FEATURED COMPANIES. 

Each month we will have a new BE WISE FEATURED COMPANY. 
As a BE WISE BRAND REP you will be asked to help promote 
these companies by sharing about them on your social media.

As a BE WISE BRAND REP you may also be receiving product 
from our designated BE WISE COMPANIES that you will be 
required to promote. 

If you receive product, BE WISE BRAND REPS are expected to 
post at least 3 times using your own stylized images incorporating 
the product. These posts can either be on Instagram, a blog, or 
on Facebook. When posting, BE WISE BRAND REPS should tag 
or add a link to the featured company and BE WISE Magazine 
and use hashtags:
 
#BEWISEBRANDREP and #BEWISEFEATUREDCOMPANY. 

In order to qualify to be a BE WISE BRAND REP you must have a 
fairly substantial social media following. 



The BE WISE HEALTH & FITNESS EDITOR is expected to write at 
least one "Health and Fitness" related post a month for BE WISE 
The Blog. These posts can be either tips and tricks, product review, 
or anything health and fitness related of their choice. 

The BE WISE HEALTH & FITNESS EDITOR is also responsible for 
health & fitness features in BE WISE Magazine. This can either be 
through writing their own articles and/or finding other people in 
the health & fitness industry to feature in each issue of BE WISE 
Magazine.

The BE WISE HEALTH & FITNESS EDITOR should be someone who 
has experience in the health & fitness industry and has a passion 
for living a healthy lifestyle and motivating others to feel the same. 

BE WISE 
HEALTH & FITNESS
Editor



BE WISE 
fashion
Editor
The BE WISE FASHION EDITOR is expected to write at least one 
"fashion" related post a month for BE WISE The Blog. These posts 
can be either outfit of the day, currently craving, tips and tricks, 
product review, or anything fashion related of their choice. 

The BEAUTY EDITOR is also responsible for FASHION related 
features in BE WISE Magazine. This can either be through writing 
their own articles and/or finding other people in the FASHION 
industry to feature in each issue of BE WISE Magazine.  

The BE WISE FASHION EDITOR should be someone who has 
experience in the fashion industry and has a passion for style. The 
BE WISE FASHION EDITOR is expected to only share/promote 
modest fashion and styles that follow the BE WISE clothing guide-
lines and requirements. 



The BE WISE BEAUTY EDITOR is expected to write at least one 
"beauty" related post a month for BE WISE The Blog. These posts 
can be either tips and tricks, product reviews, or anything beauty 
related of their choice. 

The BEAUTY EDITOR is also responsible for BEAUTY related fea-
tures in BE WISE Magazine. This can either be through writing 
their own articles and/or finding other people in the BEAUTY 
industry to feature in each issue of BE WISE Magazine.  

The BE WISE BEAUTY EDITOR should be someone who has expe-
rience in the beauty industry and has a passion for helping oth-
ers feel beautiful. The BE WISE BEAUTY EDITOR should not only 
discuss topics of physical beauty but of inner beauty as well. 

BE WISE 
BEAUTY
EditoR



BE WISE 
public 
relations
The BE WISE PUBLIC RELATIONS is primarily responsible to con-
sistently share/promote BE WISE through social media, word of 
mouth and any other means possible. 

The BE WISE PUBLIC RELATIONS will share thoughts and ideas 
with the BE WISE Team on how to grow and expand the reach 
and audience of BE WISE. 

The BE WISE PUBLIC RELATIONS will be aware of events and op-
portunities to promote BE WISE and will share these opportunities 
with The BE WISE Team. 



COMPENSATION
As we work on growing and expanding BE WISE we hope 
to be able to help each of our own team members grow and 
progress in their own personal endeavors as well. 

Although we are currently unable to pay any of our team 
members we are committed to supporting and promoting 
them in other ways. 

As we work on building our team we hope that our company 
will grow to the point that we can pay all those who contrib-
ute to BE WISE. Until then we hope to be able to find willing 
and able people who believe in the potential of BE WISE 
and its growth and would like to help support us in these 
very important stages. 

We are aware that since we are unable to pay, the amount 
of time team members are able to offer might be limited. 
Please know that we are greatly appreciative of ANY time 
commitment team members are able to give. 



JOIN OUR TEAM!
If you would like to join the BE WISE TEAM please email: 

BEWISEMAG@GMAIL.COM 
We will send over more details about the specific position 
you are interested in once we receive your email.

We can’t wait to start working with you!  



COMPENSATION
As we work on growning and expanding BE WISE we hope 
to be able to help each of our own team members grow and 
progress in their own personal endevours as well. 

Although we are currently unable to pay any of our team 
members we are committed to supporting and promoting 
them in other ways. 

As we work on building our team we hope that our company 
will grow to the point that we can pay all those who contrib-
ute to BE WISE. Until then we hope to be able to find willing 
and able people who believe in the potential of BE WISE 
and its growth and would like to help support us in these 
very important stages. 

We are aware that since we are unable to pay, the amount 
of time team members are able to offer might be limited. 
Please know that we are greatly appreciative of ANY time 
committment team members are able to give. 

F O L L O W  U S 

IG:  @bewise_ _ magazine

PINTEREST: pinterest.com/bewise3

BLOGLOVIN: bloglovin.com/bewise

FACEBOOK: facebook.com/BeWiseMagazine 

C H E C K  O U T  O U R  W E B S I T E  

F O R   M O R E   B E  W I S E ! 

www.bewisemagazine.com




